
BitNance Token ($BTN): 
Revolutionizing Value Storage on 

Binance Smart Chain

BitNance Token ($BTN) is a modern take on Bitcoin yet backed 
by improved security and communitydriven support, making it a 

store-of-value crypto unlike the rest. 

With a supply of 10,500,000 coins, the project will put 
5,600,000 tokens up for sale during the fundraising. With 

2,750,000 reserved for centralized the exchange and the rest of 
the supply used as initial liquidity on listing day, giving early 

investors and adopters the chance to boost their earnings before 
it is for sale to the masses.

$BTN is a revolutionary crypto dubbed the 'Bitcoin Successor' 
by those able see the potential in its community-empowered 
model and cutting-edge, fully decentralized network that lets 
people/investors trade, invest, and transact with no central 

authority; the influence of change in the hands of all holders!

BitNance Token is not only a crypto and digital asset but a store 
of value and barrier against inflation, it is also a movement 

towards a better future, in which people can invest and transact 



Shaping the Future of Decentralized Finance 
with Community-Led Governance and 
Enhanced Security
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BitNance Token not only marks a paradigm shift in how we 
invest/transact but how we engage financialsystems. $BTN 
tackles conventional barriers and lays traditional, economic 
worries to rest with atransparent, holder-focused approach that 
empowers those who join the BitNance movement to prosper!

Scarce and limited in supply with just a little over ten million in 
circulation, BitNance is a purposeinspired coin with the aim to be 
the best SoV crypto around, and that it is! As a modern take on 
Bitcoin but with a community-focused twist, the power of change 
is in the hands of holders who can join the$BTN movement to be 
a part of the legacy BitNance Token will no doubt leave behind in 
the digital-asset world!

Introduction: Unveiling BitNance Token ($BTN)

BitNance Token runs on the Binance Smart Chain and is unlike 
the rest given its community-focused and governance-secured 
model, which places the power in the hands of holders and not 
project founders!

$BTN was launched in belief freedom and security are the 
premise of reliable and resilient, digital decentralized 
ecosystems, and is committed with unprecedented focus to 
leveraging blockchain tech to the fullest to make for a store of 
value that truly rivals all others.

BitNance Token expands on Binance chain technology and o�ers 
a fair and distributed, decentralized store of value! It also uses an 
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e�cient consensus model that relies on randomly picked voting; 
thisconsensus model lets $BTN be energy e�cient and 
resource-optimized, it also makes community participation 
possible and the voice of holders heard!

With a supply of only 10.5 million coins the low circulation makes 
BitNance Token a scarce gem among the many inflation-prone 
coins that often have circulating supplies of a hundred million or 
more but BitNance is unlike most as its low supply, and even 
power distribution to holders, makes it leaps ahead of the rest!

It is a true, groundbreaking approach to decentralized finance 
with unique value and utility propositions but above all it is a new 
and improved store of value coin that lets each and every holder 
grow together!

The Genesis of BitNance Token: A Bitcoin
Inspired Vision with a Community-First Twist

Bitcoin came along and forever changed how people invest and 
transact but times changed and people need easier, faster, and 
cheaper ways to transact! Last year alone, over thirty dollars, on 
average, was spent on each BTC transaction fee which makes it 
an unfeasible way to transact for people/companies.

The concept of BTC and the decentralization it supports is a 
great concept but one BitNance Token refines by lowering fees 
and improving network e�ciency as it is built on the Binance 
Smart Chain for its speed and compatibility with ETH-based apps 
and systems, making integration of $BTN very easy for devs.
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From Centralized Origins to Decentralized 
Ambitions: The Contract Renouncement Process

Burning the Bridge to Traditional Finance: 
Liquidity Burning and Its Implications

You have likely seen other crypto projects and came across terms 
like verified and renounced but what do these terms means? 
And should digital assets you wish to add to your portfolio make 
use of them?

Unlike shady, fly-by-night cryptos and projects with rug-pull 
intents, $BTN is a fully decentralized asset fully controlled by the 
holders and community that support it. As such, the founders of 
BitNance renounce control over contracts which is done to instill 
trust in the project as they cannot steal funds. 

This truly sets $BTN apart from typical, run-of-the-mill token 
launches as it is entirely premised on a decentralized model that 
is controlled by the large community of people and investors that 
invest into it.

Forfeiting control over contracts means project creators are 
unable to alter, control, or manipulate the transactions, which 
means investors can have a safe and secure trading environment 
without any risks.

Emerging as a vibrant and promising store of value, $BTN is a 
community-driven crypto that lets holders have a vote on future 
integrations and development. Founders of the coin will also 
renounce ownership of the contract post-launch and will burn 
liquidity to raise value, scarcity, and buyer demand!
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This negates manipulation and forges stability for the coin that is 
expected to 10x in value in just a few months! Consider buying 
early as its potential is very promising; your portfolio will likely be
lined green in no time!

Tokenomics of BitNance Token: Balancing 
Scarcity and Accessibility

The tokenomics of $BTN was mindfully made to align with the 
core beliefs, concepts, and principles of modern decentralization, 
and all BitNance Token holders have equal chance to thrive and 
prosper given the earning and distribution measures in place. 
Let us take a close peek at supply and distribution limits.

Total Supply

The token launches 
with a low, finite 

supply of 10.5 million 
coins which is done by 
design to increase its 
demand and potential 

and to help control 
and stabilize its 
ongoing growth.

Acquiring $BTN

For those who wish to 
buy and own BitNance 

Token directly, they 
are able to be

bought or traded via 
one of the many 
centralized and 
decentralized 

exchanges that list 
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Post-Launch, Founder Withdrawal

Per our charter, mission, and adherence to decentralized success 
founders of $BTN will swiftly and proudly give up control at 
launch, at which point, the $BTN community as a whole will have 
control and take leadership of the direction the project takes – 
it is a big moment in which holders have a voice!

The steps to this transition of power to the holders are clearly laid 
out and will swiftly unfold upon launch, this seamless transfer of 
authority will give the thriving $BTN community a voice in the 
project and its future developments, and with a low and finite 
supply, its value will undoubtedly soar.

Empowering the Community: Governance and 
Decision-Making in the BitNance Ecosystem

As a BitNance Token holder and community participant, you 
enjoy the right to vote just by owning them.

What does this mean, exactly? It means you have influence over 
the direction of $BTN with the weight of your votes measured by 
the number of BitNance Tokens held. Such changes you can vote
on will be future upgrades, changes to protocols, and new 
features or implementations with other apps.
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The Roadmap to Decentralized Prosperity: 
Future Developments and Ecosystem Growth

Phase 1: 
Smart Contract Launch/Development

$BTN token is a fresh take on Bitcoin with a community-focused 
initiative. It is also a symbol and modern marvel of innovation as 
its unprecedented, SoV potential far exceeds conventional 
economical models, and its low supply and future integrations 
provide early investors promising odds to capitalize!

From unique opportunities to financial autonomy to prosperity for 
all who join the movement, BitNance Token forges a sense of 
community and fosters a bond among coin holders who can 
succeed together!

Read to learn how this stable, secure, and innovative crypto 
project reshapes the future for the better, join the $BTN family to 
be part of a journey that aligns collective success/financial 
independence!

This is a chance that rarely arises, and one that will push you 
closer to the freedom and peace of mind you long for! Have a 
review of our four-phase road map that covers the assuring 
future of $BTN!

This phase is complete and marks the creation of a transparent, 
highly secure smart contract for the $BTN token, which builds 
trust/peace of mind for those apart of this movement!
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Phase 2: 
Launch Day and Publicity Campaign

The next step of phase one is en route and rolls out in the next 
week, during which, the team behind the scenes will ignite 
awareness and enthusiasm for the coin to millions of people via
ads and o�cial project channels via social threads/groups on 
Discord, Twitter, Telegram, and Reddit; this will be a robust, 
to-the-masses campaign that thrusts BitNance Token skyward!

Step 1: we will mark $BTN token and bring its debut to the 
financial market with a launch date and countdown timer that will 
help to raise its sales and liquidity pool early on at release.

Step 2: we will begin to expand reach to creators, developers, 
and influencers in the industry who will collaborate with the $BTN 
token project and publicize it to their large audience.

Step 3: we will get BitNance Token listed for sale and trade on 
the largest, most trusted DEXes around to make joining the $BTN 
family easy and simple for people and investors alike.

Step 4: we will thrust publicity and awareness to the moon and 
beyond by getting $BTN listed on the largest, most prominent 
centralized exchanges; a CEX debut that will raise value!

Step 5: the project will be highly pushed via social networks and 
influencer audiences to give the token the exposure it needs in 
the modern world to catapult in value and mass adoption.

Step 6: industry leaders, crypto influencers, and marketing 
professionals will collab in an erasetting journey and endeavor to 
solidify BitNance as the definitive, best store of value around!
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Phase 3: 
List on Top, High-Liquidity Exchanges

Step 1: a slew of alluring benefits will be given to $BTN token 
holders, like early orders and community-exclusive access to 
events and special o�ers not provided by other projects.

Step 2: ambitious yet achievable, our market cap goal of one 
billion dollars will be set and tackled by our large community and 
driven team of marketing pros that will raise awareness.

Step 3: we shall secure listings on elite, highly traded, 
Centralized Exchanges to make access to ownership easier, this 
will also help publicity and enable the market cap milestone to 
succeed.

Step 4: from being listed on CEXes to promoted via press 
releases and publications on some of the most respected outlets 
around we will push the coin to raise its value and investor 
appeal.

Step 5: this holder-driven, community-empowered project will 
launch innovative DEX projects that make high value and mass 
adoption possible; making the future of BitNance a bright one!

$

Phase 4: 
Transition to Community Governance

During this phase, we start the transition of power to holders and 
community members who can use their status as a BitNance 
token holder to have a voice in the direction the coin takes.
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Take part in a movement towards a future of financial and 
decentralized freedom with BitNance Token, the 
scarcer-than-Bitcoin crypto that lets traders and investors spend 
less on fees so they can keep more profits than Bitcoin allows. 
Adding to this, $BTN only has a third of the number of BTCs 
circulating, and if it reaches its potential as widely expected, 
investors may see generous yields of 1,000% or more!

Join the $BTN community to be part of this journey that is set 
to reshape decentralized trading and finance for good!

Joining the BitNance Movement - A Call to 
Action for Decentralized Finance Advocates


